Bars

Endless possibilities

WHY CHOOSE US?
Since the beginning of our activity in gastronomy we have been
designing workplaces trying to optimise them in a way they are as
efficiently as possible. In case of gastronomic trailers or mobile
carts it is extremely important due to limited space. Bars are another
places where an arrangement has a great influence on work quality
as well as efficiency.
In our offer You may find different catering bars in several price and
size variants as well as accessories such as speed racks, cooling
baths, built-in drainers and others which let our customers choose
a bar which will fulfil their needs.
We design complete bars for places such as restaurants, cafes,
clubs, or petrol stations individually for every project. Our wide
experience, which may be confirmed by our reference book, let us
meet our customers’ needs, requirements, and budgets.
As a complement for our bars we offer full range of devices such
as blenders, coffee machines, or ice machines. In the catalogue we
present trusted producers of those devices.
We hope that our offer let You become familiar with the theme of
optimising a bar and help You with selecting the right one -yours.
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Description

Description

Dimensions (mm)

1

Made of stainless steel

2

Adjustable legs

3

Moveable middle shelf

4

A possibility of removing of the shelves in order to put a refrigerator or other device
there

4

1290x800x1200 h
Worktop height 900 mm
Height under a worktop 860 mm
Worktop depth 660 mm
Counter depth 300 mm
Width (between legs) 1210 mm

Dimensions (mm)

1

Made of stainless steel

2

Adjustable legs

3

Moveable middle shelf

4

A possibility of removing of the shelves in order to put a refrigerator or other device
there

1940x800x1200 h
Worktop height 900 mm
Height under a worktop 860 mm
Worktop depth 660 mm
Counter depth 300 mm
Width (between legs) 610 oraz 1210 mm

Product ID

Product ID

BAR EC S

BAR EC L

A possibility of producing a bar in any dimensions and
with additional accessories

A possibility of producing a bar in any dimensions and
with additional accessories
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Bar standard S

Bar standard L

It is an illustrative drawing.

It is an illustrative drawing.

Description

Description

Dimensions (mm)

1

Made of stainless steel

2

Adjustable legs

3

Movable middle shelf

4

A possibility of removing of the shelves in order to put a refrigerator or other device
there

5

A possibility of using powder coated or wooden elements instead of stainless steel

6

Dimensions (mm)

1380x800x1200 h
Worktop height 900 mm
Height under a worktop 860 mm
Worktop depth 640 mm
Counter depth 300 mm
Width (between legs) 2x 610 mm

1

Made of stainless steel

2

Adjustable legs

3

Movable middle shelf

4

A possibility of removing of the shelves in order to put a refrigerator or other device
there

Product ID

5

A possibility of using powder coated or wooden elements instead of stainless steel

1980x800x1200 h
Worktop height 900 mm
Height under a worktop 860 mm
Worktop depth 640 mm
Counter depth 300 mm
Width (between legs) 610 oraz 1210 mm

Product ID

BAR ST S

BAR ST L

A possibility of producing a bar in any dimensions and
with additional accessories

A possibility of producing a bar in any dimensions and
with additional accessories
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Bar premium L

Bar premium S corner

It is an illustrative drawing.

It is an illustrative drawing.

Description

Description

Dimensions (mm)

1

Made of stainless steel

2

4x twisting rubber wheels, 2x with a brake

3

Moveable middle shelf

4

A possibility of connecting different bar elements in one unit using special latches

5

All shelves (of straight and corner elements) fit together

1200x800x1200 h
Worktop height 900 mm
Height under a worktop 680 mm
Worktop depth 660 mm
Counter depth 300 mm
Width (between legs) 940 mm

Product ID
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Dimensions (mm)

1

Made of stainless steel

2

4x twisting rubber wheels, 2x with a brake

3

Moveable middle shelf

4

A possibility of connecting different bar elements in one unit using special latches

5

All shelves (of straight and corner elements) fit together

2000x800x1200 h
Worktop height 900 mm
Height under a worktop 680 mm
Worktop depth 660 mm
Counter depth 300 mm
Width (between legs) 2x 940 mm

Product ID

BAR PR S

BAR PR L

A possibility of producing a bar in any dimensions and
with additional accessories

A possibility of producing a bar in any dimensions and
with additional accessories
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Bar accessories

Bar accessories
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Name

Dimensions (mm)

1

Hole in a worktop / Wastle hole

Diameter 100 mm

2

Tilting waste bin

610x400x700 h
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Name
1

Dimensions (mm)
Sink 225x320x150 h; Space for ice 345x400x200 h;
Speed rack 610x120x100 h

Element with a sink, a space for ice and double speed rack
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Bar accessories

Bar accessories

It is an illustrative drawing.

It is an illustrative drawing.

Name
1

Dimensions (mm)

Element with a space for ice, and a double speed rack

Space for ice 610x400x200 h; Speed rack 610x120x100 h
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Name
1

Dimensions (mm)

Element with a space for ice and a single speed race

Space for ice 610x520x200 h; Speed rack 610x120x100 h
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Bar accessories

Bar accessories

It is an illustrative drawing.

It is an illustrative drawing.

Name
1

Dimensions (mm)
Sink 340x400x200 h; Cutting board 370x140x20 h;
Tilting waste bin 200x100

Element with a sink, moveable cutting board and a waste hole
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Name
1

Dimensions (mm)

Sink

240x300x150 h; 300x320x150 h; 340x400x180 h; 400x400x250 h; 400x500x250 h
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Bar accessories

Bar accessories
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Name
1

Dimensions (mm)

Counter with a drainer

1250x120; 1900x120
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Name
1

Dimensions (mm)

Single speed rack to hang

650x140x250 h; 1250x140x250 h; Height of a speed rack 100 mm
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Bar accessories

Bar accessories

It is an illustrative drawing.

It is an illustrative drawing.

Name
1

Dimensions (mm)

Twisting rubber wheels,
2x with a brake

Fi 75 mm / height 100 mm; Fi 100 mm / height 135 mm
Fi 125 mm / height 160 mm; Fi 160 mm / height 195 mm
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Name
1

Dimensions (mm)

LED lighting under a counter

1250; 1900
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Bar accessories

Bar accessories

It is an illustrative drawing.

Name
1

Electrical outlets under a counter

It is an illustrative drawing.

Cabie length

Power supply (V)

4m

2x 230

20

Power(kW)
3,5

Name
1

Electrical outlets under a worktop

Cabie length

Power supply (V)

4m

2x 230
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Power(kW)
3,5

Devices

Examples

Blenders

Citrus juicers

Juice extractor

Shakers

lee crushers

Coffee machines

Coffee grinders

Hot chocolate makers

Boilers

Granita makers

Dishwashers

lee machines

Water dispensers

Cooling and freezing devices

Pastry counters

Wine cabinets
Heating devices
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Custom-made bars

Custom-made bars

Circular sink suitable
for a dishwasher bin

WIERZYNEK

Stainless steel cabinet with wooden elements

A bar in the heart of Cracow, in one of the most famous restaurant
in Poland - Wierzynek.
The bar was designed and produced by our company.
We provided our customer not only with devices and stainless. steel
furniture but also with wooden elements, frames, glass elements,
and a counter.
lnside, there is almost 6 meters long bar in one element. Back side
was made of stainless steel with wooden elements.
Decorative steel and
a copper tootstool

Finishing made of solid cherry wood, and copper elements.

Solid cherry wood

LED lighting

Isolated bath with a speed rack
Sink with a cutting board and a waste hole

Dirty dishes collection
space
Drawer for coffee waste
24
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Custom-made bars

Custom-made bars

Bolted furniture

Isolated bath with a speed rack

7 POKOI
Electrical outlets in
a working space

A bar in a restaurant called 7 Pokoi in the Cultural Centre in Kielce.
The whole project was divided into two parts: a bar - a place where
drinks, cocktails and beer are served, and a cafe - with a coffee
machine, pastry counter, and a space for preparing fresh juices.
In a cafe part the furniture was made in an unusual way. The front
elements of the furniture were powder coated in a green coloura-colour which is a main colour in the whole restaurant. Another
interesting element of the bar, which was designed and produced
by our company, is a bar glass hanger which attracts attention and
gives the interior unique character.

Wastle hole
Powder coated front
elements of cabinets

Drawer for coffee waste

Circular sink suitable for
a dishwasher bin

Rasied rim
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Custom-made bars

Custom-made bars

Electrical outlets in
a working space

LED lighting

Isolated bath with a speed rack

RELAX
The owners of Relax café have decided to restore their place after
several years of work.
We produced a bar which is an important element of the interior
design in that place.
The bar, aside from its main function, had to look wonderful and be
a decorative element of the place.
A conglomerate material which was used on the back and the front
part of the bar makes the whole project coherent.

Space for beer kegs

The lighting also has a great importance in the project - LED lighting
under the shelves as well as under a
 counter.

Bolted furniture
Glass rinser
Drawer for coffee
waste

Movable shelves
Front elements with a space for
decorative units
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Custom-made bars

Custom-made bars

Isolated bath with a speed rack

Sink with a cutting boardand
a waste hole
Containers for extraks

PLAC NOWY 1
Restaurant is located in the heart of Jewish District - Kazimierz.

Built-in drainers with glass rinsers

Raised rims, ice baths, built-in drainer with glass rinsers those are
only few elements of the bar.
The bar was designed in a way it may easily serve a
 large number of
guests especially during weekends.
Devices: JG Gastro, Liebherr, Hoshizaki, Gamko, Hobart, Asber.

Moved back
toe-kick

Perforated doors

Closed side

Rasied rim

Bolted furniture
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Custom-made bars

Ventilation above an oven

Custom-made bars
Sink with a cutting board and
a waste hole

Moved back
toe-kick

COWORKING
The bar is located in a coworking space.
Two huge units with worktops in one element, 
a built-in oven,
refrigerators, a dishwasher, and a space for irregular pastry counter.
The construction of the bar was prepared for installing a counter
and front elements.
What is noteworthy is that the side parts of the bar are one element
with a worktop creating one complete unity.

Waste hole on a side
part of a furniture

Worktop and side parts
in one element

Space for irregular pastry
counter

Construction prepared for a
counter and front elements
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Custom-made bars

Custom-made bars

Cutting bard and
a waste hole

IGGI PIZZA
A compact bar in a fashionable pizzeria in Wrodaw.
In a tiny space we were able to fit in the most important elements
of a bar: cooling devices, beer kegs, a coffee machine, and a drawer
for coffee waste.
A symmetrical bar construction which includes an ice bath, a double
speed rack, a sink with a gJass rinser, a
 drainer, a cutting board with
a waste hote is a
 n interesting solution which guarantees comfort
and efficiently at work.

Space for
beer kegs

Our project includes a moved back toe-kick, a raised rim and
a semicircular side part.

Bolted furniture

Isolated bath with a speed rack

Semicircular worktop

Moved back
toe-kick
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Bar glass hangers

Bar glass hangers

BAR GLASS HANGERS
Bar glass hanger is an important element of a bar due to which we are able to obtain more working space on a worktop. Moreover, the hangers may
be used as a storage cabinet for alcohol. Designed in an interesting way, it will become a decorative element of a bar. We are able to use different
materials such as stainless steel, powder coated steel, wood, or glass to produce bar glass hangers. Their size and shape may be random.
Below we present some examples of our bar glass hangers. We also produce the hangers according to an individual projects of our customers.
Dimensions:
Length 2000 mm
Width 360 mm
Height 1550 mm
While a space is 3500 mm high, a lower part of a hanger is 1950 mm.

Powder coated construction

Stainless steel construction,
built-in ligting

Powder coated construction,
glass shelves

Stainless steel construction

Stainless steel construction

Powder coated construction,
wooden shelves
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JG Gastro
Al. Dygasińskiego 42/3
30-820 Kraków

+48 12 658 21 09
+48 887 448 836
wozki@jggastro.pl

Full offer of trailers, carts and
mobile gastronomic point on
www.mobilnewozki.pl

